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Hamiltonian CycleHamiltonian Cycle

•• A A Hamiltonian cycle Hamiltonian cycle is a spanning cycle in a is a spanning cycle in a 
graph.graph.
–– The cThe circumferenceircumference of a graph is the length of its of a graph is the length of its 

longest cycle.longest cycle.
–– A A Hamiltonian pathHamiltonian path is a spanning path.is a spanning path.
–– A graph with a spanning cycle is a A graph with a spanning cycle is a Hamiltonian Hamiltonian 

graphgraph..
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Necessary and Sufficient ConditionsNecessary and Sufficient Conditions

•• [Necessary:] [Necessary:] If G has a Hamiltonian cycle, then for If G has a Hamiltonian cycle, then for 
any set S any set S ⊆⊆ V, the graph GV, the graph G−−S has at most |S| S has at most |S| 
components.components.

•• [Sufficient: [Sufficient: DiracDirac:1952:1952] ] If G is a simple graph with at If G is a simple graph with at 
least three vertices and least three vertices and δδ(G) (G) ≥≥ n(G)/2, then G is n(G)/2, then G is 
Hamiltonian.Hamiltonian.

•• [Necessary and sufficient:] [Necessary and sufficient:] If G is a simple graph and If G is a simple graph and 
u,v u,v are distinct nonare distinct non--adjacent vertices of G withadjacent vertices of G with
d(d(uu) + d() + d(vv) ) ≥≥ n(G), then G is Hamiltonian if and only if n(G), then G is Hamiltonian if and only if 
G + G + uvuv is Hamiltonian.is Hamiltonian.
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Hamiltonian ClosureHamiltonian Closure

The Hamiltonian closure of a graph G, denote The Hamiltonian closure of a graph G, denote 
C(G), is the C(G), is the supergraph supergraph of G on V(G) obtained by of G on V(G) obtained by 
iteratively adding edges between pairs of noniteratively adding edges between pairs of non--
adjacent vertices whose degree sum is at least adjacent vertices whose degree sum is at least nn, , 
until no such pair remains.until no such pair remains.

–– The closure of G is wellThe closure of G is well--defineddefined

–– A simple A simple nn--vertex graph is Hamiltonian if and vertex graph is Hamiltonian if and 
only if its closure is Hamiltonianonly if its closure is Hamiltonian
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And more…And more…

•• If If χχ(G) (G) ≥≥ αα(G), then G has a Hamiltonian (G), then G has a Hamiltonian 
cycle (unless G = Kcycle (unless G = K22))


